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Abstract. Cellular micropatterning has been increasingly adopted in quantitative biological experiments. A Q-switched pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium ortho-vanadate (Nd:YVO₄) laser directed in-situ microfabrication technique for cell patterning is presented. A platform is designed uniquely to achieve laser ablation. The platform is comprised of thin gold coating over a glass surface that functions as a thermal transducer and is over-layered by a cell repellant polymer layer. Micropatterns are engraved on the platform, subsequently exposing specific cell adhesive micro-domains by ablating the gold-polymer coating photothermally. Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach is applicable under culture conditions, viable toward cells, and has a higher engraving speed. Possible uses in arraying isolated single cells on the platform are also shown. Additionally, based on those micro-patterns, dynamic cellular morphological changes and migrational speed in response to geometrical barriers are studied to demonstrate the potential applications of the proposed approach. Our results further demonstrate that cells in narrower geometry had elongated shapes and higher migrational speed than those in wider geometry. Importantly, the proposed approach will provide a valuable reference for efforts to study single cell dynamics and cellular migration related processes for areas such as cell division, wound healing, and cancer invasion.
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1 Introduction

Cell culturing is essential for biological examination in life sciences and clinical biochemistry. Cellular micropatterning has been used in cellular analyses, cell based sensing and drug testing, tissue engineering, and specific cell-cell interaction studies. To acquire precise cellular information, researchers culture individual cells by using microfabrication techniques. Fabricating micro-culture devices involves developing specific cell adhesive areas on a solid platform. In practice, cell patterning is achieved by using microculture devices that are prefabricated by photolithography, soft lithography, and micro-contact-printing. Despite growing on those micro-devices and connect with each other through prefabricated patterns, use of these approaches may be inadequate for some applications in cytological study, since living cells divide, differentiate, and migrate. For specific requirements, the prepared platform patterns may need to be altered dynamically to form cell-cell interactions while cells are growing. The dynamic control of cell adhesive activity on solid surfaces has received considerable attention. Related studies have used electrochemically reactive, enzymatically reactive, and thermally responsive platforms capable of altering the cell adhesiveness dynamically.

Position specific removal of surface materials by using lasers to array biomolecules and cells is an emerging approach in quantitative biomedical study. Using a laser is advantageous in that it affects only the local area. Moriguchi et al. presented an approach that uses Nd:YAG laser induced photothermal ablation to connect cells between two prefabricated domains. Although that approach used chromium as the thermal transducer, its toxicity toward cells makes it inadequate for dynamic biological applications. Additionally, that approach could not form the entire domain for cell attachment; instead it made a tunnel for cell connections at the bottom of the thick agaros layer. Agaros is further limited by its instability and high bacterial affinity. Previously our group developed a femto-second laser induced in-situ micro-fabrication method to array cells on a platform with micrometer-scale cell-adhering domains on a cytophobic surface under culture conditions. The method was based on photochemical ablation. In terms of promoting the use of in-situ lithography in biological research, frequent tuning requirements and high costs of the femto-second laser are prohibitive. Additionally, the engraving speed of Ti:sapphire is only around 20 μm/s with a pulse frequency of 1 kHz, which is too slow to make a pattern in a platform of 3 to 4 cm².

This work presents a novel dynamic in-situ ablation method for photopatterning of cells in a specially designed platform. Ablation by neodymium-doped yttrium ortho-vanadate (Nd:YVO₄) laser was markedly faster (i.e., 800 mm/s) than that of Ti:sapphire, making it suitable to achieve in-situ alteration of the platform patterns to study dynamics of cells in an array. In vitro monitoring of collective cell migration speed was also performed in response to geometrical barriers.
Additionally, morphological changes in the growing cells against the width of the pattern were examined. Moreover, cell survivability at different distances of laser irradiation was studied using an array of HeLa cells. Importantly, this work develops a highly promising microfabrication method for quantitative analysis of cellular processes such as cell division, cell morphology, and migration for biomedical studies.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Fabrication of Cell Array Platform

The cell array platform was fabricated by coating a glass plate with a thin layer of platinum and gold sequentially. The 30-nm gold coating was achieved by physical vapor deposition in an electron beam evaporation system. Before that, the same glass slide was over-layered by an extremely thin 7-nm platinum layer to achieve a satisfactory attachment of gold particles. The gold layer over the substrate functioned as the thermal transducer layer to achieve proper photothermal ablation. Next, a cytophobic layer was formed over the transducer layer by soaking the substrate in a 0.2% (w/v) solution of 2-methacryloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer in ethanol. Upon drying, the substrate was ready for use. When the laser was focused, the transducer layer absorbed light energy and produce a local heat of high degree at the laser spot. At a rather high temperature, the cytophobic polymer and transducer layers were depleted, subsequently exposing the cytophilic glass layer.

2.2 Experimental Setup

The setup of the laser micro-engraving system consists of a diode-pumped Q-switched Nd:YVO₄ laser, piloting diode laser, pair of scanning galvano meter mirrors, and water immersion objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.3 [Fig. 1(a)]. Central wavelength of the Q-switched laser is 1064 nm, with a peak power of around 220 mW. The Nd: YVO₄ laser beam was focused on the transducer layer under the guidance of the piloting diode laser of wavelength 653 nm through a 10× water-immersing objective (Olympus, Japan) coupled in a modified Olympus microscope system (Olympus, Japan) [Fig. 1(a)]. The maximum detectable laser power was 120 mW at the focal plane. Based on a computer control by marking mate, laser marking software, the laser beam was vector scanned for pattern drawing by galvano mirrors [Fig. 1(a)]. The patterns were designed on computer graphics as typically shown in Fig. 1(b), where 136 circles (20 μm) are written.

2.3 Cell Culture

Cervical carcinoma HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, streptomycin, and penicillin. Next, cells were seeded on the substrates with a concentration of 2000 cells/cm². Culturing was performed in humidified atmosphere at 37°C with 5% CO₂. For further dynamic alteration of cell adhesiveness, the laser was carefully irradiated on the substrate at a safe distance from the prereading cells to prevent cell damage.

2.4 Cell Observation

Cells on the respective micro-domains were observed under a normal wide field microscope (Olympus, Japan) with 20× objective of NA 0.4. The images were taken with an Olympus digital camera “Camedia C-5060” (Olympus, Japan) that is compatible with the microscope.

3 Results

3.1 Photothermal Engraving

Cell cultivation micro-domains were fabricated through photothermal ablation by area specific removal of the MPC polymer by spot heating with a focused laser beam on a thin light-absorbing gold layer. Owing to that the polymer fails to absorb light at 1064 nm; the gold coating over the glass substrate functions as a
photothermal transducer that transforms light energy into heat. The cytophobic MPC polymer film along with the underneath gold layer ablated at the laser spot exposing the cell-adhering domains. Figure 2 schematically depicts the cell adhesiveness alteration. This work first designed an array of desired pattern in silico, which functioned as the mold for the pattern engraving. Those patterns were engraved on the platform by the focused Nd:YVO₄ laser. The laser scanning speed and frequency were controlled through a pair of scanning galvano mirrors, with a computer system. In this work, two micropatterns were engraved: one was an array of circular domains, each with a diameter of 20 μm. The other one was rectangular, with a length of 1 mm and breadth of 150 μm. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the circular array and rectangular microdomains, respectively, before and after cell seeding.

Experimental results indicated that the ablation in an aqueous condition was more confined than that of air for the same applied laser power. Figure 4(a) displays the scatter plot of the pattern width dependency on laser power and environmental conditions, indicating that the ablation was feasible above 5 mW laser power for both air and water conditions. Upon increase in power, the size of the ablated area increased and, at one point, reached saturation value. For engraving under an aqueous condition, 10 mW was the saturation power above which the pattern sizes remained at 20 μm. Conversely, in air, the saturated size of 30 μm was measured at 35 mW power. To better determine the laser substrate interaction, we used two different concentrations of MPC polymer 0.1% and 0.05% in alcohol to compare the size of the ablated domain with the substrate without the polymer layer when the gold coating was 30-nm thick. Figure 4(b) depicts the scatter plots of the domain size (in diameter) of the engraved pattern in response to different MPC concentration for the same applied laser power. Experimental results show that without the polymer layer, the engraved domains have larger size than that in polymer layered substrates. However, the variation in polymer concentration did not cause detectable differences in domain size. We used gold layers of two different thicknesses, 30 and 50 nm, over-layered with 0.1% MPC polymer. The results indicate that laser ablates a larger area in 50-nm gold-coated surface than the 30 nm one for the same applied laser power. Figure 4(c) depicts the scatter plots of power against the diameter of the engraved domains for the two different thicknesses. This is attributed to the increase in light absorption due to deeper thickness.

The surface analysis of the laser engraved domain, in comparison to the unablated surface, was carried out by an atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Fig. 5). Analysis of the results indicated that the ablated domain become rougher than the unablated gold MPC-coated surface that was observed by the pillars of the AFM histogram inside the engraved domain [Fig. 5(a)]. When the gold only coated surface was ablated, the number of pillars was less [Fig. 5(b)]. Figure 5(c) is the SEM image of the laser engraved area, where the bright area was the unablated region, rich in metallic gold, which gives bright a SEM image due to secondary electrons, in contrast to the dark area that lacks gold after ablation. Higher pillars were formed at the edge surrounding the engraved domain, which may be attributed to the folding of the polymer-coated gold layer as observed from the SEM image in Fig. 5(c). Some bright spots were observed inside the engraved region due to the presence of gold debris. A previous report suggests that a rough gold surface makes a better cell adherent platform than a smooth one.

3.2 Cell Array

For single cell cultivation, HeLa cells were seeded over the micropatterns. This work attempted to achieve a higher number...
of single cells in a single domain by seeding highly disperse cells with a concentration of \(3000\) cells/cm\(^2\). Comparable size of the microdomains with the cells was preferred for obtaining isolated single-cell culture. According to our results, not all the microdomains accommodated a single cell; it could occasionally have more than one cell and a few microdomains occasionally remained empty. Figure 3(a) shows such an array with single cells and empty microdomains denoted by arrows. To induce a cell-to-cell junction on the platform dynamically, engraving was performed \textit{in situ} under culturing. Channels connecting the microdomains were engraved without affecting the pre-existing cells.

After the cells were cultured for 24 h on the microdomains, the polymer layer between the domains was ablated to form channels of width around 10 \(\mu\)m. The cultured HeLa cells elongated along with the guided channels and connected to each other within 16 h. Figure 3(c) shows the engraved channel and cell-to-cell connection.

For quantitative analysis of single cell accommodation in response to different domain size, we have engraved patterns of three different diameters. If the domain size is approximately 15 \(\mu\)m or less in diameter, a higher percentage of the domains remain empty after cell seeding. In a selected area, only 21\% of the domains contain cells; among them 78\% are single cells. We have chosen 15 \(\mu\)m as the smallest domain to grow cells, since our method cannot create uniformly circular domains with diameters in the order of 10 \(\mu\)m. For domains of 20 \(\mu\)m diameter, 88\% of the domains contain cells, with 43\% of them being single cells. For even larger sized domains around 25 \(\mu\)m, 97\% of domains are occupied by cells, with 16\% of them single cells. Figure 6 shows cells growing on patterns of three different domains.

### 3.3 Effect of Laser Irradiation on a Cultured Cell

\textit{In-situ} application of the laser was essential for the dynamic alteration of cell adhesiveness of the platform. Laser applications occasionally cause hypertrophy of the cells and can damage the cell if the laser focal spot is too close to the cell.\textsuperscript{27,34} Usually, application of an IR laser reduces the probability of
cell damage in comparison with using the UV laser.\textsuperscript{32-34} However, during in-situ engraving, the safe distance between the laser spot and the pre-existing cells had to be ensured. This study examined how the laser affects the cells, in which the percentage of damaged cells for different distances of the laser spot from the cells was evaluated. Figure 7(a) shows the laser spots along with the preexisting cells at different distances starting from 300, 200, 100, 50, and 0 μm (0 μm: laser application directly over the cell). Figure 7(b) illustrates the bar chart diagram of the percentage of cells after the laser irradiation at different distances. According to this figure, >80% of the cells survived after 24 h of the laser irradiation unless the laser was directly irradiated on the cells. Upon direct exposition to laser, only 40% of the cells stood in their respective cell adhesive domains after 24 h.

3.4 Cellular Migrational and Morphological Evaluation in Response to Geometrical Constraints

Cellular movement and their collective migration have received considerable interest in some of the physiological and biological processes, including embryonic morphogenesis,\textsuperscript{36} wound healing,\textsuperscript{37} and cancer metastasis.\textsuperscript{38,39} Their approach lacked a dynamic in-situ micro-fabrication method. Depending on the individual physiological requirements, cells can move as a wide sheet for wound closing and may travel in a narrow strip for cancer metastasis.\textsuperscript{30} Here, a cell adhesive microdomain of width 150 μm and length 1 mm was fabricated on the non-adhesive substrate. Size and shape of the wound and the cancer thus have controlling effects in cellular migrational speed and modes.\textsuperscript{37,38} This study elucidates the role of geometrical constraint on collective cell migration by designing an in vitro assay using the proposed microfabrication approach based on the results of Vedula et al. on collective cell migration.\textsuperscript{40}

![Fig. 6](image-url) Micrograph of cells in domains of diameter: (a) 15 μm, (b) 20 μm, and (c) 25 μm.

Their approach lacked a dynamic in-situ micro-fabrication method. The approach used in this study did not use external guiding biomolecules, such as fibronectin or collagen. Here, a cell adhesive microdomain of width 150 μm and length 10 mm was fabricated on the non-adhesive substrate. Figure 3(b) depicts one typical domain before and after cell seeding. HeLa cells were seeded and a mono layer was cultured for 2 days. Once the domain was filled with cells, strips were engraved with three different widths: 150, 100, and 50 μm, each with a length of 550 μm [Fig. 8(a)]. Consequently, a confluent monolayer of cells was grown in the reservoir, which was ready to flow through three guided strips. Figure 8(a) shows the confluent and its branched strips immediately after the formation of the strips; meanwhile, cells were grown inside the main micro-domain. Some observable debris of dead cells and loosely attached cells were observed on the non-adhesive region, which disappeared after 2 to 3 days of culturing. Figure 8(b) displays typical micrographs of cellular migrational assay at an instance after 32 h of confluent formation. Analysis results indicated a faster cell sheet movement in a narrower strip than in the wider strips [Fig. 8(c)]. This finding complies with the same order of migration noted by Vedula et al.\textsuperscript{30}

Cellular migration can also affect the cell shape and morphology.\textsuperscript{31} Three rectangular microdomains were engraved with different widths of 150, 60, and 30 μm, to further elucidate the change in cellular morphology in relation to geometrical constraints. More elongated cells were observed along the length of the narrow domains, while the cells in the wider domains were less elongated (Fig. 9). Here, the ratio of cell length to breadth was defined as the parameter “cell shape factor” ($\beta = \frac{L}{B}$). The cell shape factor ($\beta$) at different micro-domains was quantified and compared with cells in a normal culture dish (defined as microdomain with a width of $\alpha$ μm) in the bar chart diagram of Fig. 9(b). According to our results,
cells in wider domains have a similar size and shape with those in an open culture. The $\beta$ value of cells in wider domains and normal culture dish was found to be around 1.4, whereas when the domain width was comparable to the cell size, cells took an elongated shape along the length of the domain (where $\beta = 2.7$).

4 Discussions

The approach adopted in this work is based on photothermal ablation phenomena. The gold transducer layer used in the platform plays a prominent role in the use of Nd:YVO$_4$ laser. This diode pumped laser was operated in Q-switch mode with nanosecond pulse width. However, this laser failed to induce photochemical ablation of used MPC polymer alone, whereas Ti:sapphire laser could. Used gold coating absorbed laser photons induced a thermal effect to ablate the over-layered cytophobic MPC polymer. This work developed an in-situ engraving approach, which was easy to handle, faster in operation, and cost effective. Since, the engraved width is 20 $\mu$m as shown in Fig. 3, the pulse interval of <20 $\mu$s is required. Nd:YVO$_4$ laser can thus engrave at a frequency 40 kHz with a speed of 800 mm/s, while Ti:sapphire engraves at 1 kHz with a speed of 20 $\mu$m/s. Additionally, IR lasers are superior to UV lasers in biological applications, owing to the UV’s risk factor toward cells.

Micro-fabricated cell array devices are in high demand owing to their importance in cell-to-cell interaction, drug testing, and neuronal signaling study. In this study, HeLa cells in specific micro-domains were cultured to demonstrate the...
feasibility of a fabricated microculture platform in cell patterning. Due to the exposed glass surface surrounded by the non-adhesive areas, cells grew in geometrical microtraps. An array of single individual cells is beneficial in understanding the mechanism and function of each cell in detail. A notable example is the study of nerve cell interaction and time-dependent behavior of a cell during the division cycle. Additionally, this work demonstrated the possibility of cell-to-cell connections through the guided patterns, which can potentially be used for a quantitative neuronal signaling study. For dynamic alteration of cell adhesiveness, we had to engrave patterns in situ under culture medium. Keeping this in mind, this work evaluated the size of the engraved areas in response to applied laser power under air and water environments. The smaller width of the patterns observed while engraving under water conditions was most likely owing to greater heat dissipation in water. However, engraving in air spreads the heat to a larger area, creating larger domains for the same applied laser power. This work also evaluates the effect of polymer layer on laser ablation. The polymer layer likely increases the binding of gold particles over the glass surface, acting as net-like adhesive. Thus, the ablated domain was larger when the gold coating was not over-layered with MPC polymer. Additionally, when the thickness of the gold coating increases, the absorption of photons increases as well, and this causes higher domain size than in the thinner gold layer. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of laser irradiation on the nearby cells. According to our results, 20% of the cells disappeared when the laser was applied away from the cell body, which was comparable with the value when the laser was focused at an infinite distance from the cells. We thus believed that the cell disappearance was due to normal cellular processes. However, for direct laser irradiation, focusing the laser partially on the gold coating along with the cell body might cause cell detachment. Conversely, a situation in which the laser beam had passed only through the cell body might not produce a heating effect; subsequently, the cell remained attached to the platform.

This work further demonstrated the applicability of the proposed micro-array platform in order to shed light on an important topic in biology: collective cell migration. Correspondingly, a confluent movement of cell collections through different strips was evaluated. Our results further illustrate that cells in narrow domains had elongated and aligned morphology in response to geometrical constraints. Differences in morphologies and alignment encouraged cells in wider strips to migrate in any direction, subsequently affecting their collective migration. Conversely, cells in the narrow strip tended to move only in one direction, which provided them higher migrational speed. We recommend further quantitative monitoring of cellular energy metabolism and effect of drugs in cell migration with the use of reported microculture platform in future.

5 Summary

This work has developed a novel cellular photopatterning approach. The proposed approach involved fabricating a unique cell arraying platform by coating gold thermal transducers on a cytophilic glass substrate, over-layered by cytophobic MPC polymer. Nd:YVO₄ laser ablative engraving of cell adhesive domains was then performed in situ on the platform. HeLa cells were cultured on the platform and found mainly growing in the cell adhesive domains. This work also investigated how laser irradiation affected cells. Experimental results indicated that cells remained alive if the laser was not directly applied. This work further demonstrated the feasibility of growing individual cells and their ability to connect along a desired direction through guided channels. These platforms were also used to study the difference in cell migrational speed in response to geometrical constraints. Moreover, higher migrational speed and elongated cellular morphologies were observed in narrower domains than in wider domains. According to our results, Q-switch laser can be useful in cellular photopatterning. Importantly, the proposed approach is highly promising for use in a biomedical lab-on-a-chip study of quantitative biological processes that involves cells.
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